Being
1. Consciousness
What

of Ourselves

Conscious

of the Self

is it that we

are conscious

of when

we

are conscious

of

ourselves?Hume famouslydespaired of findingself,as against simply

finding various

impressions

and ideas, when, as he put it, "I enter most

in

my reflexiononmyself I
timatelyintowhat I call myself"1 "When I turn

never can perceive
can I ever perceive

this^//without

some one or more

perceptions;

nor

any thing but the perceptions."2
It is arguable that the way Hume attempted to become conscious of
the self seriously stacked the deck against success. Hume assumed
that
a
to
conscious
of
self
would
have
consist
in
being
perceiving that self. Per
ceiving things does make one conscious of them, but perceiving some
thing is not the only way we can be conscious of it.We are also conscious

of something
when we have a thoughtabout thatthingas being present.I
be
conscious of an object infrontofme by seeing itor hearing it;but,
may
ifmy eyes are closed

and the object makes

no sound, Imay be conscious

of it insteadby having a thoughtthatit is therein frontofme.

all thoughts one can have about an object result in one's being
of that object. We resist the idea thathaving thoughts about objects
we take to be distant in place or time, such as Saturn or Caesar, makes one
conscious of those objects; so the thoughtmust be about the object as being
Not

conscious

present to one. And the thoughtmust presumably have an assertorie mental
attitude; doubting and wondering something about an object do not make
one conscious of the object. Nor does simply being disposed to have a thought

about something make one conscious of it; the thoughtmust be occurrent.
But having an occurrent, assertorie thought about an object as being present
does intuitively make one conscious of that object.

Hume would presumablyhave arguedthatthisalternative
way ofbeing
consciousof thingshas no advantagehere,sincehemaintained thatthinking
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states. "All
of qualitative perceptual
from preceding perceptions."3 And his

simply of pale versions
he
insisted, "are borrow'd
ideas,"

consists

problemwas about findinganythingother thanmental qualities.
But

there is good

reason

to reject this view about

themental

nature

of having thoughts.For one thing,it is difficultto see how perceptions
to yield thoughts with complex syntactic structure. For
though qualitative mental states arguably do represent things,4

could be combined
another,

different
fromtheway the intention
theydo so ina way thatis strikingly

al content of thoughts represents things.5Nor is there anything in qualitative
mentality that corresponds to themental attitudes exhibited by intention
al states. Rejecting Hume's perceptual model of thoughts makes room for a
more promising way to understand how it is thatwe are conscious of ourselves.
are conscious of ourselves by having suitable thoughts about ourselves.
The contrast between Hume's
sensory approach and the alternative

We

that relies on the thoughts we have about ourselves mirrors a contrast
between two views about what it is for a mental state to be a conscious
state. On the traditional inner-sense model, a mental state is conscious
if
one senses or perceives that state; this is doubtless themost widely held
view about the consciousness
of mental states.6 The higher-order-thought
instead that a mental
state's being
(hot) model,
by contrast, holds

in its being accompanied
by a suitable thought that one
state.
in
that
On
the
version
of
the
view that I have developed
is, oneself,
and defended, the thought must be assertorie and non-dispositional.
And,
the thought has the content that one is, oneself, in that state, the
because
conscious

consists

thought automatically represents the targetmental state as being present.7
The difference between the inner-sense and hot views about what it
is for a mental

sheds light on the two models
thatone's mental states are conscious

state to be conscious

sciousness of the self. Suppose

of con
in virtue

sensing those states. Sensing a state consists in having a higher
order sensation that represents the sensed states. But nothing in one's sensing
a mental state would make reference to or in any other way represent any
of one's

self towhich

the target state belongs. So nothing in one's
one conscious of the self.

state would make
Things

are different if one

is, instead, conscious

sensing a mental

of one's

conscious

statesby having thoughtsabout those states.One will thenhave a thought
that one is, oneself, in the target state. And that hot will thereby make one
not only of the target state, but also of a self to which the hot

conscious
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represents the target state as belonging. The hot model explains not only
how we are conscious of our conscious mental states, but how we are
conscious of ourselves as well.
But can the hot model of how mental states are conscious do justice
to the particular way we are conscious of ourselves? There are two main
reasons to doubt that itdoes. The way we are conscious of ourselves seems,
intuitively, to be special in a way that simply having a thought about something

cannot capture. For one thing, there is a difference between having a thought
somebody that happens to be oneself and having a thought about
oneself, as such; hots presumably must be about oneself, as such. But
having a thought about oneself, as such, may seem to require some special
about

awareness

of the self that is antecedent to and independent of the thought.
In addition, it seems tomany thatwe are conscious of ourselves in a
way that affords a certain immunity from error. The special epistemolog
ica! access to the self which these phenomena seem to suggest have even
been thought to provide a foundation for other identifications of objects.

How

could

ourselves

such

special

self-awareness

arise

if we

thoughts about ourselves

are conscious

of

as being bearers of

simply by having
particular mental states?
There is a second challenge to a view about consciousness
of the self
that relies simply on such hots. Although it seems thatwe are conscious
of ourselves
in a way that is special in the ways just sketched, our con
sciousness
of ourselves also fits with our ordinary, everyday ways of

and locatingourselves in theworld.Each of us is a beingwith
identifying

many conscious mental states. But each of us is also a creature that interacts
with other objects in theworld. And we are conscious of ourselves in both
respects. How can simply having hots about our mental states explain the
of ourselves as located within physical reality?
way we are conscious
How could having hots ground our identifying ourselves as creatures in

withmany otherphysical things?
teracting
The two challenges seem to pull in opposing directions. Itmay be

unclear at first sight how we could be conscious of ourselves in a way that
underwrites some kind of immunity from error and yet also captures our

contingentlocationand identityin thephysicalworld.

In what follows, I argue that a model of self-consciousness
based on
hots can meet both these challenges.
In the next section I briefly sketch
the reasons why the hot model
is preferable to the inner-sense model
in
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In Section 3, then,
explaining what it is for a mental state to be conscious.
to
how
based on
I take up the first challenge,
self-consciousness
explain
hots can capture the way our consciousness
of ourselves seems special.

And inSection 41 conclude by showinghow theaccountfitswith theway
we

identify and locate ourselves

2. Consciousness

as creatures

in the world.

and hots

evidence from both everyday life and experimen
occur without being conscious. Such evidence
states
tal findings thatmental
relies on situations in which there is convincing reason to believe that an
There

is extensive

is in some particular mental state even thought that individual
denies
sincerely
being in the state. Such sincere denials indicate that the
not
individual is
conscious of being in the state in question. We take it as
if an individual is in that state
decisive that a mental state is not conscious
individual

but is in no way conscious of being in it. It follows thatwhenever a mental
state is conscious,
the individual in that state is, in some suitable way,
conscious

of being in it.
the inner-sense

and hot models agree thus far. They differ in
that suitable way is of being conscious of a state, in virtue of which
that state is conscious. It has often been emphasized
that, for a mental state
to be conscious, one must be conscious of it in a way that carries some kind
Both

what

of immediacy. But the way we are conscious of our conscious states need
only be subjectively immediate. It need not be that nothing actually mediates
between the state and one's awareness of that state, but only that nothing
seems

tomediate.

Ordinaryperceivingseems tooperate injust thisway.Nothing seems,

subjectively, tomediate between the things we see and hear and our seeing
and hearing of them. From a first-person point of view, perceiving seems
to be direct. This feature of perceiving makes the inner-sensemodel appealing,

since higher-order perceiving can do justice to theway one's consciousness
of one's conscious mental states seems to one to be unmediated.

But thehot model isno less successfulincapturingthisaspect of the

states. Some of the thoughts we
way we are conscious of our conscious
have about things seems, subjectively, to rely on inference, while others
do not seem to do so. When a thought seems subjectively to occur inde
pendently of any inference, I shall refer to it as a non-inferential thought.
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impression is all that matters here, a non-inferential
actually arise as a result of some inference, as long as one is

Since

subjective

thought may
wholly unaware of theway the inference figures in that thought's occurring.
So, if one is conscious of being in a state by having a non-inferential hot

thatone is in thatstate, itwill seem subjectivelythatnothingmediates
that state and one's being conscious of it.Hots
intuitive immediacy that our awareness of our conscious

between

can explain the
states exhibits.

Thus far, hots and inner sense seem equally good at explaining what
it is for a mental state to be conscious. But inner sense faces a difficulty

that disqualifies
it from serious consideration.
Sensing and perceiving
things take place by way of qualitative mental states. And, when sensing
or perceiving
is conscious,
there is something it's like for one to be in
these states, something it's like in respect of themental quality that these
states exhibit. So, ifwe are conscious of our conscious
states by way of
inner sense, there are higher-order qualitative states in virtue of which we
are conscious of our conscious mental states.
But

that no such higher-order qualitative
states actually
to see this is theoretical. Every mental quality belongs to

it is clear

occur. One way

some distinctiveperceptualmodality ;butwhatmodalitymight themental

qualities of such higher-order qualitative states belong to? It could not be
themodality of the target conscious
state, since that perceptual modality
a
to
of
corresponds
particular range
perceptible properties, and the first

target state does not exhibit those perceptible properties. Visual
states, for example, exhibit mental qualities that reflect the similarities and
differences among the common-sense
physical properties perceptible by
order

sight; but the visual states, themselves, do not exhibit properties percepti
ble by sight. So themental qualities of higher-order qualitative states could
not simply reduplicate the first-order mental qualities. And there is no

otherperceptual
modality towhich suchhigher-order
qualitiescould belong.
Subjective considerations point to the same conclusion. When ourmental
states are conscious
in the ordinary, everyday way, we are not conscious
of the higher-order states in virtue of which we are conscious of those

states. But very occasionally we are actually conscious
of being conscious of those first-order states; when we introspect, we are
conscious of being aware of the introspected states. But even when we in
trospect, we are never conscious of any mental qualities that characterize
first-order conscious
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the states in virtue of which we are conscious

of those introspected mental
states. The higher-order states in virtue of which we are conscious of our own
mental states are not qualitative states.

only alternative is that those higher-order states are not qualita
but
intentional. We have already seen that being in an assertorie,
tive,
intentional state that represents the thing it is about as
non-dispositional
The

being present makes one conscious of that thing.And, ifone is not conscious
of any inference on the basis of which one holds that assertorie attitude,
so that the awareness

it results in seems spontaneous

and unmediated,

one

will be conscious of the targetstate in the subjectivelyunmediatedway
characteristic

of our conscious

states. We

are conscious

of our conscious

states by having hots to the effect thatwe are in those states.
As noted at the outset, hots have the advantage over inner sense that,
unlike higher-order sensations, a hot makes one conscious of its target
state as belonging to a self. So each hot makes one conscious of that self.
just as a hot, by being non-inferential, makes one conscious of its
target state in a way that is subjectively unmediated, so that hot will also

And

make

of the relevant self in a way that is subjectively un
do justice to our intuitive sense that we have special,

one conscious

mediated.
unmediated

Hots

access

to ourselves.

A proponent for the inner-sense model might argue that, whatever
one thinks about the foregoing considerations,
inner sense has a decisive
over the hot model. When
states are conscious,
advantage
qualitative
there is something it's like for the subject to be in those states, and this is
It seems, however, that
absent when qualitative states are not conscious.

hots

could not be responsible for this difference, since hots have no qual
itative mental properties. We can explain why there is something it's like
for one to be in conscious qualitative states, the argument goes, only if the
higher-order states in virtue of which we are conscious of the first-order
states are themselves

qualitative states.
But this argument misconceives
the situation. The higher-order states
are typically not themselves conscious;
they are conscious only when we

are introspectively aware of our conscious
states. The reason to invoke
is
higher-order states in virtue of which some mental states are conscious
are normally conscious of such higher-order states, but
invoking such higher-order states is theoretically well-founded. The
higher-order states, whether sensations or thoughts, are theoretical posits,

not because

we

because

which we only occasionally

become

subjectively

aware of.
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states typically are not conscious,

their

being qualitative incharactercould nothelp explain theirbeing something
it's like for one to be in conscious

qualitative target states. There will be
something it's like for one to be in a conscious qualitative state if one is
conscious of oneself, in a way that seems subjectively to be unmediated,
in a state of that qualitative
of ourselves in thatway.

as being
conscious

type. And

hots

plainly make

us

that hots actually do result in there
one
to
like
for
it's
be
in conscious qualitative states.We
being something
sometimes become conscious of more fine-grained difference among our
There

is some indirect evidence

qualitative states by learning new words for the relevant mental qualities.
to emerge when
the way new mental qualities seem consciously
Consider
we learn new words for the gustatory mental qualities that result from

tasting similar wines or the auditory mental qualities that arise when we
hear similar musical
instruments.We can best explain how the learning of
words formental qualities can have that effect by supposing thatwe come

to deploy new concepts corresponding to those words, which enable us to
have new hots about our qualitative sates. Hots with more fine-grained
content result in our qualitative states being conscious
in respect of more
fine-grained qualities. And, if the intentional content of hots makes a dif

qualities we are conscious of, we can infer that
the difference between there being something it's like for
one to be in those states and there being nothing at all that it's like. Hots
do result in our qualitative states "lighting up."
ference

hots

to what mental

also make

3. Self-Consciousness

and the Essential

Indexical

one conscious of oneself as being in a particular mental
ithas the content that one is, oneself, in that state. So a hot
must somehow refer to oneself. But as already noted, not any way of referring
A hot makes

state because

to oneself will do.

There aremany descriptionsthatuniquely pickme out even though
I am unaware thattheydo so; Imight believe thatsome other individual
or simplyhaveno ideawho ifanybodydoes.Consider
satisfiesthedescription,

John Perry's now-classic

example ofmy seeing in a grocery store that some

body is spillingsugarfroma grocerycartand not realizingthattheperson
spilling sugar isme. My thoughtthattheperson spillingsugar ismaking
a mess

refers tome, though not tome, as such. Perry refers to this special
of
way
referring to oneself as the essential indexical; classical grammari
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it as the indirect reflexive, since it captures in indirect discourse
the role played in direct quotation by the first-person pronoun.8
For a state to be conscious,
it is not enough that the individual one is
conscious of as being in that state simply happens to be oneself. Suppose
ans know

thatI am theunique F and I have a thoughtthattheunique F is inpain.
of myself as being in pain unless I am
that I am the unique F. Suppose I thought you were the unique
not make me conscious

That would
also aware

F. My thoughtthattheunique F is inpainwould thenhardlyresultinmy
not in any relevant way make me
it would
pain's being conscious;
conscious of myself as being in pain.
indexical self-reference is one way inwhich our conscious
Essentially

ness of ourselves is special. And it is sometimes argued thatessentially indexical
self-reference is required for identifying everything other than oneself.9
But we rarely do identify other objects by reference to ourselves. We

almost always use some local frame of reference in which we figure but
which we identify independently of ourselves, by the presence of various
objects we perceive and know about. Such local frames of reference oc
casionally fail, but when they do, referring to ourselves seldom helps. Essen
tially indexical self-reference cannot sustain such foundationalist leanings.
What

indexical self-reference
exactly, then, does such essentially
in? How is it thatwe are able to refer to ourselves, as such? An es
sentially indexical
thought or speech act about myself will have the
content that I am F. So we must consider how the word
functions in

consist

our speech acts and the mental
those speech acts express.

The word

act inwhich

of

analogue

functions in the thoughts

plainly refersto the individualwho performsa speech

thatword occurs. Similarly,

themental

analogue

of thatword

refersto the thinkerof thecontainingthought,the individualthatholds a

mental

attitude toward the relevant intentional content. The word

not have

as

its meaning

the individual performing

does themental analogue of
a mental

attitude

this speech

does
act, nor

express theconcept the individualholding

toward this content. One

can refer to oneself using

and itsmental analogue without explicitlyreferringto any speech act or
intentional state.
On David

Kaplan's

well-known

account,

the reference of

is de

terminedby a functionfromthecontextof utteranceto the individualthat

does not refer to the utterance itself.10The con
produces that utterance;
nection between the words uttered and the act of uttering them is pivotal.
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individual produces a containing utterance, but not
to
the utterance itself. Similarly, themental analogue
by explicitly referring
refers towhatever individual holds a mental attitude towards a content
of
refers to whatever

mental analoguefigures,thoughagainnotby explicitlyreferring
inwhich that

to that intentional state, as such.
then, that I have the essentially
Suppose,

indexical

thought that I am

F. My thoughtineffectdescribesas beingF the individualthatthinksthat
very thought, "in effect" because,

although

the thought does not describe

the individualin thatway, itstilldoes pick out just thatindividual.Itdoes
contentofmy thought
not pick out thatindividualbecause the intentional
so describes

the individual. But whenever

I do have a first-person thought
to have another thought

that thought disposes me

that I am F, my having

that identifiesthe individualthatthoughtis about as the thinkerof that
thought. In that way,

every first-person thought thus tacitly or disposi

tionallycharacterizes the self it is about as the thinkerof that thought.

Nothing more is needed for essentially indexical self-reference.
Hots are simply first-person thoughts, and function semantically just
as other first-person thoughts do. So, when I have a hot that I am in a par

ticularstate,
describesas being in thatstatethe individualwho
my thought
thinksthatthought.
Though the thoughtitselfdoes not describe thatindi
vidual as thinkingthatthought,the individualthatthinksthe thoughtis

disposed

to pick that individual out in thatway, by being disposed

to have

another thoughtthatdoes so identifythe individual thefirstthoughtis

hots function semantically as other first-person thoughts
hot
the
do,
hypothesis explains why, when a mental state is conscious, one
is conscious of oneself in an essentially indexical way as being in that state.
that when a thought refers to
It is important for the hot model
about. Because

in this essentially

oneself

indexical way,

its content does not describe

the

individual it refers to as the thinkerof the thought.If an essentially
indexicalfirst-person
thoughtdid describe the individualit is about as the
thinkerof that thought,simplyhaving that thoughtwould make one

indexical first
of having it. And, since hots are essentially
a
hot
not
one
have
without being conscious
of
could
person thoughts,
oneself as having it.But we are wholly unaware of most of our hots.
conscious

It is sometimesobjected to thehot model thatnon-linguisticbeings,

including human infants, could not have hots. But this is far from
obvious. Non-linguistic
beings presumably do have some thoughts, and
the conceptual resources hots use to describe their target states might, for
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these beings,

be fairly minimal.

These

beings would

not be conscious

of

theirconscious states in therichway distinctiveof adulthumans,but that
is not implausible.

Still, itmight be thoughtthattheessentially indexical self-reference

hots

their occurring in beings without language.
It is
preclude
to suppose that such creatures have, in any case no hots about
their thoughts. And a thought can make essentially indexical self-reference
make

natural

only ifone is disposed to identifythe individualone's thoughtrefersto as
the thinker of that thought. But

it is natural to suppose

that such non-lin

guisticbeingswould indeed so identifytheindividualtheirhots referto if

they had suitable conceptual resources. And
hot to result in the creature's being conscious
in question.

that should be enough for a
of itself as being in the state

As noted above, the phenomenon of essentially indexical self-reference
encourages the idea that a certain kind of reference to oneself occurs which
provides an epistemic foundation for the identification of all other objects.
And if so, itmight be tempting to urge that we must have some special
access to the self that is independent of the thoughts we have about it.
Some

other form of self-consciousness,
antecedent to those thoughts, might
for the essentially indexical self-reference that occurs in

then be needed
our

hots.

The foregoing explanation of the essential indexical helps dispel that
to oneself as such is simply reference to an individual
illusion. Reference

one isdisposed topick out as thevery individualdoing thereferring.
This

is independent of the thought that refers to oneself in an es
indexical
way, and thatmay encourage the idea that essentially
sentially
indexical self-reference requires independent, antecedent access
to the

disposition

self.But thedisposition to have anotherthoughtthatidentifiesthe indi
vidual thefirstthoughtis about as thethinker
of thatthought
does not rest
on or constituteindependentaccess to the self. It is simplya disposition

to have another thought. Essentially
indexical self-reference raises no dif
an
account
in terms of hots.
for
of
self-consciousness
ficulty

I no longer endorse §4. My current view is in §III of "Awareness and Identification of Self." DR
4. Self-Consciousness

and Immunity to Error

There is, however, another way in which
own conscious
states appears to raise problems

our consciousness

of our

for such an account. On
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traditional view, our awareness of our conscious states is both
and
exhaustive. When a mental state is conscious, on this view,
infallible
there is no feature we are conscious of the state as having which it fails to

well-known

have, and no mental feature the state has of which we fail to be conscious.
There is thus no distinction between the reality of mental states and their
in consciousness.11
appearance
today would endorse such a strong form of privileged access.
states
is doubtless much about themental natures of our conscious

Few
There

of, and much thatwe are wrong about. Our access to
states often falls short of exhaustiveness; we are often unclear
about what we actually think about things. Nor is that access infallible;
thatwe are unaware

our mental

there is robust experimental evidence, for example, thatwe are sometimes
wrong about what intentional states issue in our choices and other actions.

People often confabulate being in intentional states to explain their choices
in situations in which the reported intentional states could not have been

operative.12 In these cases, we are conscious of ourselves as being in states
thatwe are not actually in.
Errors of both types occur not only with intentional states, but also in
connection with conscious qualitative states.When we consciously see red,

we are often conscious

of the conscious

sensation

in respect of a relative

ly generic shade.Though the sensationexhibitsa fairlyspecificshade of

red, as subsequent attention reveals. And itmay even happen thatwe have
one type of bodily sensation or emotion but we are conscious of ourselves
as having a type different from that.When
local anesthetic blocks any
actual pain, a dental patient may still react to the fear and vibration caused

by drillingby seeming to be inpain; in such a case, one is conscious of
oneself as being in pain, though no pain actually occurs.
states is privileged often
The idea that our access to our conscious
a
view
that
state's
hand
in
hand
with
the
goes
being conscious is an intrinsic

property of that state. If a state's being conscious were intrinsic to that
state, thatwould explain our subjective sense thatnothing mediates between
of them.We have
the states we are conscious of and our consciousness

thatsubjective sense because nothingactuallydoes mediate. And itmay
be temptingto hold that,ifnothingmediates between our consciousness

could not be erroneous; there
of a state and the state itself, consciousness
error
no
room
to
enter.
But that picture is unfounded. Even
for
would be
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if one's

consciousness

of a state were

intrinsic to that state, it could

still

go wrong.

But thereis an echo of suchprivilegewhich persists ina view about

theway we are conscious of ourselves. This echo pertains not to themental
nature of the states we are conscious of ourselves as being in, but to the
I consciously
self we are conscious of as being in those states. Suppose

feel pain or see a canary. Perhaps I can be wrong about whether the state
I am in is one of feeling pain or seeing a canary. But itmay well seem that,

ifI thinkI feelpain or see a canary,itcannotbe thatI am right in thinking

that somebody feels pain or sees a canary, but wrong in thinking that it is
in Sydney
I who does those things. Such first-person thoughts would,
now classic phrase, be "immune to error through misidenti
Shoemaker's

fication," specifically with respect to reference to oneself.13
Shoemaker
recognizes that such immunity to error fails if one comes
to have such thoughts in the way we come to have thoughts about the
mental

states of others. As he notes, I can wrongly

take a reflection I see

inamirror tobe a reflectionofmyself; I thereby
misidentify
myself as the
I see

I might thereby think that I have some
that
property, being right
somebody has that property but wrong that it is
I who has the property. So such immunity to error through misidentifica
person

in the mirror.14

one has a thought that one has a particular
must
that
It
be
one's
property.
thought that one has that property arises from
states.
the special way we seem to have access to our being in conscious
reason
error
to
to
There is
doubt, however, that such immunity
actually
tion does not occur whenever

states is a matter
obtains. The way we have access to being in conscious
our
we
are
hots
of
in
non-inferential
that
those states. We
having
simply

have a subjective impression that this access is special, since it appears to
arise spontaneously and without mediation. But that subjective impression
arguably results simply from the relevant hots'
being based on no
conscious
conscious

inference, and indeed from their typically not themselves being
in the first place.

we come to have thesehots in a varietyof
As with other thoughts,
hots arise can, likeany otherprocess, go
the
which
and
ways,
process by
wrong. So, however unlikely itmay be thatone is ever right in thinking
thatsomebody is ina particularstatebutwrong thatthe individualin that
state is oneself, such error is not impossible. One might, perhaps, have such
strongly empathetic access to another's state that one becomes confused
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and thinksthatit is oneself thatis in thatstate.Such strongimmunityto

error through misidentification

does not obtain.

toerrordoes hold. I can bemistaken
Still, somethinglikethisimmunity
state I am in is pain, for example,

and perhaps

differs from the immunity to error that Shoemaker

and others

about whether

the conscious

even aboutwhether I am the individualthatis actually inpain. But, if I
thinkI am inpain, it seems thatI cannotbe wrong aboutwhether it is I
thatI thinkis inpain. Similarly,ifI thinkthatI believe or desire something,
perhaps I cannotbemistaken aboutwhetheritis I thatI thinkhas thatbelief
or desire.

This

have described.On thatstrongersortof immunity,
ifI thinkI am inpain
and am rightthatsomebody is, I cannot go wrong aboutwhether it is I
is in pain. On theweaker type of immunity considered here, all I am
immune to error about in such a case is who it is I think is in pain. I shall
refer to this as thin immunity.

who

Plainly

in which we

there are ways

can misidentify

ourselves.

Not

onlymight Imisidentifymyself by wrongly takinga reflectionI see in a
mirror to be a reflectionofmyself; I mightwrongly takemyself to be
Napoleon,
perhaps because of delusions of grandeur, perhaps because of
that seems to lead tome. And, if I do misiden
evidence about Napoleon

tify
myself as theperson in themirroror as Napoleon, I will also in that

the person who has the pains, thoughts, desires, and
way misidentify
am
I
that
conscious of myself as having.
feelings
How can we capture the specific kind of misidentification
that thin

thin immunity to error through
immunity rules out? What distinguishes
misidentification
from the ways in which we plainly can and sometimes
do misidentify ourselves? The error I cannot make is to think,when I have
a conscious pain, for example, that the individual that has that pain is

me, but I can be mistaken about justwho it is that
somebodydistinctfrom

I am. How

can we capture

this distinction? And

we actuallyhave?
thinimmunity
When

I have a conscious

how can we explain

pain, I am conscious

of myself

as being

the

in

pain. If I thinkI amNapoleon, Iwill thinkthatNapoleon is inpain.What
I cannotgo wrong about is simplywhether it is I thatI thinkinpain, that
is,whether it is I whom I am conscious of as being inpain. The question
is what

this amounts

to. The

of essentially
indexical
I refer tomyself as such, I refer to the

earlier discussion

self-reference gives us a clue. When
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individualI could also describe as doing thereferring.
Similarly,theerror

of misidentification

I cannot make

when

I am conscious

of myself

as

being in pain is to thinkthatthe individualI thinkis in pain is distinct
fromthe individualwho is conscious of some individual'sbeing inpain.
We can readilyexplain this in termsof thehot model. The mental

refers to whatever individual thinks a thought in
analogue of the word
which that mental analogue occurs. So every hot tacitly represents its
target state as belonging to the individual that thinks that very hot.15
the pain is
then, that I have a conscious
pain. Since
Suppose,
am
a
hot
to
I
I
the
effect
that
in
that hot
also
have
and
conscious,
pain,

tacitlyrepresentsthepain as belonging to thevery individualthatthinks
thathot, itself.The hot invirtueofwhichmy pain is conscious ineffect

represents the pain as belonging

to the very individual who

thinks the hot.

But the individualwho has thehot is therebythe individualforwhom that
so one cannot in that respect misidentify the individual
pain is conscious;
that seems to be in pain. I am conscious of a single individual as being in
of being in
pain and also, in effect, as the individual who is conscious

pain. The reason I cannotmisidentifythe individualI take tobe inpain as
being anybody other thanme

is simply thatmy being conscious

of myself

as being inpain involvesmy identifying
the individualI take tobe inpain

as the very individual who takes somebody to be in pain.
These considerations clarify the connection between such immunity
to error through misidentification
and essentially indexical self-reference.
The word
and its mental analogue
refer to the speaker or thinker,
thereby forging a connection

between

an intentional content in which

or itsmental analogue figuresand themental attitudeheld toward that
contentor the illocutionaryact thatverballyexpresses it.My essentially
indexicaluse of or itsmental analogue to refertomyself relieson that
connection;

my

thought or assertion

that I am F

in effect represents as

being F the very individual that thinks that thoughtor makes that
assertion.Similarly,because I identifythe individualI take tobe inpain
as the individual who

takes somebody

tificationis in thatrespectpossible.

to be in pain, no error of misiden

leaves open all manner
explanation
tion, such as my taking myself to be Napoleon
This

of mundane
or the person

misidentifica
in themirror.

All thatI am immunefromerrorabout iswhether the individualI take to
be in pain is me, that is,whether it is the very individual that takes
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somebody to be inpain.My immunityis simplya reflectionof theway
the first-person pronoun and itsmental

analogue

operate. But however

operates, I canmistakenly thinkthatI amNapoleon or the individual in
themirror.

The stronger immunity to error that Shoemaker describes trades on
states. Since that
the special way we have access to being in conscious
access is a matter of non-inferential hots, which like any other thoughts
can be mistaken,

such strong immunity fails. Thin

immunity, by contrast,

iswholly independentof theprocesses by which hots arise.No matter

how one comes

to have a hot, one is disposed to identify the individual it
as
represents
being in a particular state as the individual that thinks that
hot. And this amounts to representing the individual that is in the target
state as being oneself. One cannot go wrong about its being oneself one
represents as being

in the state.

Shoemakerwrites that"[m]y use of theword

[such statements as that I feel pain or see a canary]

as the subject of

is not due tomy having

identifiedas myself something"towhich I thinkthe relevantpredicate

applies.16 But one is disposed to identify the individual one takes to do
these things as the individual who takes somebody to do them. So one is,

as oneself the indi
afterall, disposed at least in this thinway to identify

vidual one takes to feel pain or see a canary.
Shoemaker offers themirror case as an example of a thought about
oneself that is not immune to error throughmisidentification; I see somebody's
reflection in a mirror and mistakenly
think that I am that person. But so
far as

thin immunity goes, this case is completely parallel to that of
pain. If I take the person in themirror to be me, I can be wrong
about whether the reflection is actually of me. But even here I cannot be
conscious

wrong

about who

it is that I take the reflection to be of; I take the reflec

tion tobe of thevery individualwho is doing thetaking.In just thatway,
I could be wrong aboutwhethertheperson I taketobe inpain isNapoleon,
but I cannotbe wrong aboutwhether theperson I take tobe inpain is the
individualdoing the taking.

The contrast Shoemaker sees between cases inwhich immunity does
and does not occur echoes Wittgenstein's idea that, though I could be mistaken
about whether a particular broken arm ismine, I cannot be mistaken about
whether a particular pain ismine. He writes: "To ask, 'are you sure that it's
you who have pains?' would

be non-sensical".17
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But

the cases do not differ in any significant way. The

error at issue

for the strong immunityShoemaker andWittgenstein see may be less

likely for cases of conscious pain than for broken arms, but it is not im
possible. And the cases are parallel in respect of thin immunity. I can be
wrong about who the individual iswhose arm is broken or who is in pain.

But just as I cannot be wrong about whether the individualwho takes
somebody to be inpain is the individualtaken to be in pain, so I cannot
be wrong about whether the person who takes somebody's
arm to be
broken is the person taken to have a broken arm. Thin immunity results
and its mental analogue
function in our first
simply from the way
person thoughts and speech acts.
As noted earlier, claims of privileged access
to rely on the view that a state's being conscious
of the state itself. But the way one is conscious

misrepresent

that state even

if itwere

to conscious

states tend

is an intrinsic property
of a mental state could

intrinsic to that state. Misrepresen

tationneed not be external to the thingbeing represented.
The idea that

being conscious of our mental states is intrinsic to those states does shed
light on why, even in respect of thin immunity, themirror and broken-arm
cases seem to be different from the pain case.
I am in pain and the pain is conscious.
Its being conscious
Suppose
consists inmy being conscious of myself as being in pain. And suppose

thatthepain's being conscious is intrinsicto thepain itself.It follows that
my being conscious ofmyself as being inpainwill thenbe intrinsicto the
pain

itself. But my being conscious

of myself

as being

in pain means

that

the individual I am conscious of as being in pain is thevery individual
who is conscious of somebodyas being inpain. So itwill thenbe intrinsic
tomy being inpain thatI cannot, in thatrespect,bemistaken about the in
dividual I am conscious of as being inpain.
When I takemyself tobe Napoleon or tobe reflectedin a mirroror
to have a broken arm, the individual I take to have theseproperties is
again the individualdoing the taking.But now an apparentdifference

from the pain case emerges. Even if one is conscious of oneself as being
or having a broken arm, one's being thus conscious
Napoleon
plainly is
not intrinsic to those conditions. So, if a pain's being conscious were
intrinsic to the pain, the Napoleon
and broken-arm
a
case
differ from the
of mental state.

cases would

indeed
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is intrinsic to that state

even helps explain the initialplausibilityof the strongerimmunitythat

Shoemaker

describes.

If being conscious

of a mental

state were

intrinsic

to thatstate,itwould be intrinsicsimplytobeing ina conscious statethat
one is disposed to regardas being in thatstate the individual thattakes
somebody to be in that state. Since itwould be intrinsic to one's being in
a conscious
state that it is oneself that one takes to be in that state, there

would

be no process

that leads to one's

identifying oneself as the individ

ual that is in the state in question. So therewould be no identifying

process that could go wrong, and so no way for one to be right in thinking
state but wrong that it is oneself who is
that somebody is in a conscious
in the state.

as an intrinsic feature
It is subjectively tempting to see consciousness
our
we
are
of
mental states precisely because
seldom aware, from a first
states
person point of view, of anything thatmediates between conscious
and our consciousness of them.To sustain this subjective impression, however,
one would

awareness

some way of individuating mental states on which our
a
of conscious state is not distinct from the state itself. It is hard
need

to see what means

of individuation would

have this result which would

be

independent from the subjective impression under consideration.
Indeed, the way we actually individuate intentional states seems to
deliver the opposite result.No intentional state can have two distinct types of
attitude, such as the attitudes of mental affirmation and doubt. And
having a doubt about something does not result in one's being conscious
of that thing. So when a case of doubting is conscious, our consciousness

mental

of that doubting must exhibit an assertorie mental attitude. And thatmeans
that the consciousness
of the doubting is distinct from the doubting itself.
There are other more general reasons to reject the idea that being con

scious of a mental state is intrinsic to that state. States may be conscious at
one time but not another, as with minor aches or pains that last all day but
are not always conscious. If a state's being conscious were intrinsic to that
state, itwould be puzzling how a particular state could at one moment be
conscious but not at another. And, if consciousness
of mental states is not
intrinsic to those states, there is no reason to hold that the stronger immunity

Shoemaker describes obtains,nor thatthe thin immunitythatholds for
conscious

states differs from thatwhich holds for any other self-ascription.
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about an account, then, of theway we are conscious

of ourselves

thatappeals simply to hots? It seemed possible at the outset that the

error
phenomena of essentially indexical self-reference and immunity to
our con
through misidentification might undermine a hot account of
sciousness of the self. That was because both immunity and the essential
indexical

seemed

independent

our having some special access
thoughts we have about the self.

to presuppose

of whatever

to the self

indexical self-reference, we saw, presents no such problem.
Essentially
indexical
first-person thoughts refer to oneself in effect as the
Essentially

individualdoing thereferring;theyrefertooneselfas an individualone is
disposed topick out as the individualthatthinkstheessentially indexical
thought. So having

such thoughts requires no access

which we have by having thoughtsabout the self.

to the self beyond

that

holds for immunity to error through misidenti
fication. Itmight seem that such immunity requires a privileged type of access
to the self; how, otherwise, could we be immune to error in referring to the
self? But the error to which we are immune is trivial. It is the error, when
A

similar conclusion

I takemyself tohave some property,
F, of supposing the individualtaken
to be F as distinct from the individual

that takes somebody to be F.
are immune to error through misidentification
of the self. But that
no
we
access
to
have
the
self. It is simply
immunity presupposes
special
We

that one cannot, when

one thinks that one is, oneself, F, be wrong

about

whether it is the individualdoing the thinkingthatone takes tobe F. No
access to the self figures here, only a particular form of self
reference. So nothing about immunity to error through misidentification
blocks a hot account of the way we are conscious of ourselves.18
antecedent

5. Identifying Oneself

and Self-Consciousness

The idea thatimmunityto errorthrough
misidentificationoccurs in

states, but not with
only with the self-ascribing of conscious
arms
and being Napoleon, may encourage the Cartesian view that
broken
we identify ourselves in the first instance as mental beings. Why else would
connection

misidentifyingoneselfbe impossibleonly inconnectionwithmental self
ascriptions?
This picture

is unfounded.

For one thing, the error we are immune to
involve the identifying of anything. It is

does not, in any substantive way,

F, of thinking
simply theerror,when I takemyself tohave theproperty,
thatthe individualtaken tobe F is distinctfromthe individualthattakes
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somebody to be F. It is perhaps even a bit misleading
we are immune to as that of misidentification.

to describe

the error

Such immunity fails to support theCartesian conclusion for other reasons

as well. Since the immunity
applies not simplyto theascribingto oneself
of conscious

states, but to the self-ascribing

of non-mental

properties

as

we identify
ourselvesprimarilyinmental
well, itcannotsustaintheidea that
then, do we identify ourselves? And how does our identifying
ourselves fitwith the way our thoughts about ourselves involve essentially
indexical self-reference and are immune to error throughmisidentification?
There is no single way we identify ourselves. We rely on a large and
that are
collection of factors, ranging from considerations
heterogeneous
terms. How,

highly individualto others thatare fleetingandmundane.We appeal to
in time and place, current situation, bodily features, the current
charac
and past contents of our mental lives, and various psychological
teristics and propensities, indeed, to all the properties we believe ourselves
location

to have. Contrary to pictures conjured up by essentially indexical self-reference
and immunity to error, the factors that figure in our identifying ourselves
are theoretically uninteresting and have relatively little systematic con
nection among themselves.
of these factors reflects some belief we have about oneself, such
name is, where one lives, what one's physical dimensions
and location are, and what the current contents are of one's consciousness.
Each

as what one's

And all thesebeliefs self-ascribe
propertiesbymaking essentiallyindexical
self-reference, and they are all immune from error through misidentifica
tion in the thin way described above. Such immunity and self-reference

figure in the way we identify ourselves not because they provide or pre
the first-person
suppose any special access to the self, but only because
beliefs on which all self-identification relies exhibit such immunity and
self-reference.

We can be inerrorabut any of thesebeliefs about ourselves; indeed,

could be in error about most of them. One could be wrong about all
one's personal history, background, and current circumstances. One might
even be mistaken
about one's location relative to other objects if, for

we

example,

one

lacked

suitably distorted.
One can be wrong

relevant sensory

input19 or the input one had was

states one is currently
in.One may take oneself, in a distinctively first-person way, to have beliefs
and preferences that one does not actually have and to lack those one has,
even about what conscious
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and one may in this way be wrong even about the sensations
states one is conscious of oneself as being in.

or affective

ourselves by referencetobatteriesof descriptionswhich
We identify

our first-person thoughts and beliefs ascribe to ourselves. And we can suc
cessfully distinguish ourselves from others even ifmany of those descriptions

are inaccurate.
What, then, ifall identifyingthoughtsand beliefs of the
sorts just described are erroneous? Can one identify oneself even then?
Arguably not.We distinguish ourselves from other beings, just as we

distinguish among all other individuals, on the basis of various properties.
So, if one's beliefs about what properties one has are all incorrect, one has
nothing accurate to go on. Our incorrect self-ascriptions would stillmake

andwould stillexhibitthethinimmunity
essentiallyindexicalself-reference
to error described

above. But these features of one's

self-ascriptions would

not help in identifying
oneself, since theytellus only thatthe individual
a
to
thought satisfy particulardescriptionis theindividualdoing thethinking.

indexical self-reference and immunity to error through misiden
Essentially
tification cannot short circuit the need to appeal to properties in identifying
oneself.

Even if I am conscious of myself as having some thought or desire
or as being in pain, I may nonetheless
lack that thought, desire, or pain.
of our mental states is not infallible. But can I also, in such
Consciousness
a case, be wrong even about whether it seems that I have that thought,
desire, or pain? Perhaps there is, after all, a kind of privileged access we
have not in connection with whether our consciousness
is correct, but in
connection with what our consciousness
is. Perhaps
and
appearance
reality coincide at least in that respect; perhaps itmakes no sense to talk
about the way things seem to seem to one, as against simply the way
states do provide an unim
things seem.20 If so, perhaps our conscious

basis for identifying ourselves, not because we are infallible
peachable
about the states we are conscious of ourselves as being in, but because we

are infallibleaboutwhetherwe are conscious of being in them.
But infallibility
does not arise here either.One may be wrong about

any mental state one takes oneself to be in. But being conscious of oneself
as being in some mental state is, itself, just another higher-order mental

state;on thehot hypothesis,it is a thoughtone has thatone is,oneself, in

that state. So one could be wrong even about whether one is in that higher
order state, about whether one has the hot in question. Such higher-order
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infallibility fares no better than infallibility about first-order states, and
can provide no certain foundation for identifying oneself.
A hot account of the way we are conscious of ourselves relies on a
indexical first-person thoughts we have about
subset of the essentially
our
hots.
But the hots an individual has are about the
ourselves, namely,
same individual as all the other essentially indexical first-person thoughts
and its
of that individual. In this respect, if not in others, the pronoun

as proper names do. When we use a
analogue function somewhat
to the same individual as other
to
we
refer
each
take
token
proper name,
overrides that default. Similarly
information
tokens do unless countervailing
and itsmental analogue; we assume each token refers to the same
with

mental

thing unless something interferes with that default assumption.21
The upshot is that we take all our essentially indexical first-person
same individual. The way we
thoughts and beliefs to refer to one and the
are conscious
is therefore but one aspect of the way we
of ourselves
identify ourselves as individuals. We are in the first instance conscious of
we identify ourselves
by way of our hots, but
essentially indexical first-person thoughts and beliefs.

ourselves

by way of all our
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Reference, ed. JohnMcDowell (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1982) 142-266; Jos? Luis
Bermudez,

The Paradox

of Self Consciousness

MA:

(Cambridge,

M.I.T.

Press,

1998)

chs.

1 and 6; andRobin Meeks, IdentifyingtheFirst person, (Ph.D. dissertation,
The CityUni
versityofNew York Graduate Center, 2003) chs. II-IV.
14.

S. Shoemaker,
15. Tacitly, once

'Self-Reference

again,

because

dividual as the thinkersof thehot.
16.

S. Shoemaker,

and Self-Awareness,"
p. 7.
the content of a hot never explicitly

"Self-Reference

and Self-Awareness,"

describes

the in

p. 9.

17. Ludwig Wittgenstein,The Blue and Brown Books, p. 67. Emphasis original.
18.

I discuss

indexical

essentially

self-reference

and

to error

immunity

through

misidentificationin some detail in thecontextof theapparentunityof our conscious states
in "Unityof Consciousness and theSelf," Proceedings of theAristotelianSociety 103, 3
(2003), 325-52. Here, unlike in theearlierdiscussion, I stressthedifferencebetween thin
described by Shoemaker.
immunityand thekind of immunity
19. As G. E. M.

Anscombe

imagines,

"The

First Person,"

inMind

and Language,

S. Guttenplan (Oxford:Oxford UniversityPress, 1975), pp. 45-65, p. 58.
20.

See Daniel

things actually,
In Consciousness

C. Dennett's

objectively
Explained,

contention

that itmakes

seem

to you even if they don't
Little, Brown,
(Boston, MA:

no

sense

seem
1991),

to talk "about

to seem
p.

132.

that way

ed.

the way
to you."

21. As presumablyhappens with so-called "MultiplePersonalityDisorder" (nowmore

often known

as "Dissociative

Identity Disorder").
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